
Overcoming Anxiety



What is 

Anxiety?

Anxiety is an inner feeling of apprehension,
uneasiness, worry or dread that is accompanied by a
heightened physical arousal. (Gary Collins)



Underlying 

Root Cause

• Unknown
• Suffering
• Death

• Change
• Being shamed
• Conflict

• Unmet needs
• Abandonment
• Rejection



There is Healthy & Harmful Anxiety

Harmful Neurotic Anxiety

➢ Intense feelings of dread even 
when danger is mild

➢ Can hinder performance

➢Can cause unwanted physical 
symptoms 

Healthy Moderate Anxiety

➢Comes to all when there is 
some threat or situational 
danger

➢Can be motivating

➢Helps us avoid danger



Another Cause: Brain Chemistry

Too Few

GABA  
Neurotransmitters

(Natural Tranquilizer that 
calms over-excited or 
over-zealous nerves)

Too Many

CORTISOL
Neurotransmitters

(Activated by stress –
gives us energy but too 

much blocks GABA 
causing severe anxiety)



The Biblical Approach

“Do not be anxious or worried.”
&

“Hand over your anxieities to God.”



Matt 6:25-27

25 “Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, 

what you will eat or drink; or about your body, what you 

will wear. Is not life more than food, and the body more 

than clothes? 26 Look at the birds of the air; they do not 

sow or reap or store away in barns, and yet your 

heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not much more 

valuable than they? 27 Can any one of you by worrying 

add a single hour to your life?



Phil 4:6

6 Do not be anxious about anything, but in every 

situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, 

present your requests to God



1 Peter 5:7

7 Cast all your anxiety on him because he cares for you.



Overcoming Anxiety is not 
always easy and can be a 
huge challenge.



It  is  important to take 

an integrated approach 

to overcoming anxiety
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Spiritual

Psychological

Physiological



• Be honest – admit your fears

• Pray regularly

• Meditate on and speak God’s 

promises from Scripture

Spiritual

• Keep connected with believers

• Command the spirit of anxiety to 

leave in the name of Jesus



Psychological

• Keep connected with believers

• Reflect on God’s past faithfulness

• Command a the spirit of anxiety to 

leave
• Meditate on and speak God’s promises from Scripture

• Focus on being aware of and  questioning 

negative thoughts.

• Connect with a psychologist or qualified 

counsellor.



Physiological

• Keep connected with believers

• Reflect on God’s past faithfulness

• Command a the spirit of anxiety to 

leave
• Meditate on and speak God’s promises from Scripture

• Eat well

• Exercise regularly

• Rest often

• See your doctor



Discussion Questions

1. What do you think is causing 
people to become anxious at 
this time?

2. What have you found helpful in 
dealing with your own or 
anxiety?

3. What are some ways we might 
be able to help others 
overcome their own anxieties?


